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clothes off a little girl to see what she is like. And then feel that
the little boy is a dyed-in-the-wool villain and that ublood will
tell"! Children often do things that appear to the adult as very
great sex sins, without, any thought of sin in their childish minds.
And because this is true, the greatest of caution should he used
in reprimanding a child who has committed some such error;
for, by so doing, the child may be given a sense of guilt and a
morbid memory of the occasion, which will develop a sex-con-
sciousness that might spoil his entire afterlife. Far too often
the sex sin has been the thoughtless one of the parent. Children
do not commit sex sins; that is left for their elders. And no doubt
much of the sex irregularity in the world is due to the fact that
children grow up with the wrong idea of their bodies, and, hav-
ing done so, pass on the same morbidity to their children, and so
on, ad infinitum.
Irritations* Babies do at times develop certain sensitive
conditions that may lead to their handling of themselves. Irri-
tation due to lack of needed circumcision, to lack of cleanliness,
or to wet and soiled diapers or panties, leads to a consciousness
and handling that may be pernicious in its results. The greatest
of care should be taken that baby's body and clothing be kept
perfectly clean. Let there be regular baths and clean clothes day
by day. For the older baby, little knit undergarments that can
be washed out every morning and do not need ironing are prac-
tical; or any simple plan that will make the task of daily clean-
liness not too great.
Intelligent Care a Safeguard. Because of neglect, habits
of handling and emotional excitement may result, but we believe
we are safe in saying that such unfortunate conditions need
almost never arise if there are reasonable care and foresight on
the part of the mother. If a perverted sensitiveness has arisen,
with resulting masturbation or any tendency toward it, special
attention to cleanliness, correction of irritation, regular program
with right food and sufficient sleep, should form the basis of
correction. Careful supervision, with plenty of interests for the
child outside himself, is important In the overcoming of the
habit. And rarely will a child of the age of which we have been
studying prove a difficult case for cure. If so, he or she should

